Do you have many K-1900D/W-2 Hot Line telephones or K-1900-5 automatic dialers to program with the same phone number? A K-1900-5, DLE-200B and PB-1* can help. These products can eliminate the need to manually enter the program string over and over.

**Installation and Programming**

Start by programming the “master” K-1900-5 as shown in the examples below. Then connect the units as shown in the drawing. To start the programming process, press and hold the switch on the PB-1 for a minimum of two seconds and then lift the handset of the Hot Line phone or the K-1500P-D. The “master” K-1900-5 will program the desired phone number into the Hot Line phone or K-1900-5 dialer. The person doing the programming can listen in the handset of the Hot Line phone or K-1500P-D to verify the confirmation beeps during programming. When finished, just hang up the handset of the phone and connect the next unit to program.

**“Master” K-1900-5 Programming Examples:**

To program a K-1900-5, program “*7"*845464*8"*8” + the phone number to be programmed + “*#0*7#00”.

To program a Hot Line phone, program “*7"7845464*8"*8” + the phone number to be programmed + “*#0*7#00”.

**Notes:** In the K-1900-5, each “*7” programmed is a four second pause, each “*8” programmed is a one second pause, each “**” programmed is a * touch tone character and each “*#” is a # touch tone character.

* A model K-1500P-D or a single line analog phone is also required in order to program a K-1900-5.